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A B S T R A C T

This study reviews early-stage floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT) platform designs. The review covers
86 past and current early-stage platform designs, ranging from early conceptual designs to platforms which
have undergone lab tests simulating extreme conditions. The evolution of FOWT platforms is described, and
it is shown how FOWT platforms were originally influenced by floating platforms typically used in the oil
and gas industry, but FOWT platforms have deviated away from these conventional floater designs to suit
the specific needs of the technology. Four phases are defined to characterize chronological shifts in design
thinking. There has been a number of alternative cost reduction strategies recently, including (i) specializing
the platform to a particular location or environment, (ii) increasing manufacturability, and (iii) designing an
innovative platform which diverges further from conventional designs. For the latter strategy, there has been
an emergence of multi-turbine platforms, hybrid platforms, platforms which use a combination of stability
mechanisms, and hydrodynamically specialized platforms. Finally, potential future trends are discussed, and it
is shown that competing priorities for platform designers in the future will likely mean that the design space
must compromise between increasing standardization and increasing specialization.
Abbreviations

FOWT Floating offshore wind turbine
GW Gigawatts
HAWT Horizontal axis wind turbine
kW Kilowatts
MW Megawatts
O&G Oil and gas
TLP Tension leg platform
VAWT Vertical axis wind turbine
WEC Wave energy converter
WTG Wind turbine generator

. Introduction

Increasing global offshore wind energy capacity is paramount to
chieving Net-Zero goals. There are predictions that offshore wind
ill increase from the 2022 global capacity of 56 GW, to 370 GW by
030 and to 2000 GW by 2050 [1]. To accomplish this enormous

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Rd, Oxford, OX1 3PJ, United Kingdom.
E-mail address: emma.edwards@eng.ox.ac.uk (E.C. Edwards).

expansion, wind turbines must be deployed in water depths at which
fixed foundations for wind turbines are uneconomic or unfeasible, so
floating platforms become necessary. Floating offshore wind is still a
relatively nascent technology, with only 121 MW of installed capacity
globally as of 2022 [2], but a rapid scale-up is predicted, to an installed
capacity of 18.9 GW by 2030 [1]. Allowing wind turbines to float
introduces new challenges due to the platform moving in response
to waves and wind. Wind turbines have mostly converged in design,
but, as identified in Edwards et al. [2], floating offshore wind turbine
(FOWT) platform designs are still evolving and diverging in design.
Due to the recent rapid expansion in number and diversity of FOWT
platforms, an up-to-date review is needed.

In Edwards et al. [2], the authors reviewed the 22 FOWT plat-
forms that have deployed a prototype, demonstrator, or farm-scale
device at sea. In this work, the review is extended to 86 additional
platforms either currently in the early (pre-deployment) stage of de-
velopment or which never made it past this stage and are no longer
being developed. The analysis of the platforms that have reached at-sea
deployments yielded useful learning, highlighting design features and
philosophies which are relied upon in commercial or near-commercial
projects. However, larger-scale engineering necessarily becomes more
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Fig. 1. Timeline of the four phases of FOWT platform design development.
risk averse, and therefore it is informative to look at the evolution
of early-stage devices. Trends in early-stage devices provide insights
into the industry’s past, current and future priorities which cannot
be seen from solely considering at-sea devices. To better understand
these priorities, it is important to consider past early-stage trends which
never made it to a larger-scale device, and how relative success, or lack
thereof, in larger-scale devices has led to positive or negative feedback
in early-stage devices. Furthermore, trends in recent early-stage devices
ultimately help to predict future design directions and priorities.

Floating offshore wind has been studied since the 1990s. There have
been a few review articles on platform designs during this time (e.g.,
Henderson and Witcher [3], Cruz and Atcheson [4], and Leimeister
et al. [5]). However, there has not been a recent review on this subject,
and, over recent years, there has been a significant growth in the
number and diversity of platform designs (for example, there have been
at least 35 new platform designs in the past four years). Therefore, this
review has been performed to provide an up-to-date summary of early-
stage devices. Moreover, this review resolves the underlying reasons
for why platform designs have been diverging in recent years, and
what that might mean for the future of the wider FOWT industry. This
divergence affects individuals involved in the FOWT system other than
platform developers, including academic and industrial researchers
looking at environmental monitoring and surveying, environmental
geotechnics, materials and composites, wind turbine array modeling,
and many others. Therefore, understanding and characterizing these
trends is a crucial step to advancing the viability of the floating offshore
wind industry as a whole.

To examine the divergence of platform design recently, 86 early-
stage platform designs, from the past 30+ years of research, have been
studied and characterized. Analysis of trends in these platforms has
been performed, and four phases in the evolution of FOWT platform
designs have been identified, which are discussed in this review. As
depicted in Fig. 1, these phases characterize changing design priorities
throughout the timeline of FOWT research and explain the resulting
change in design features. Additionally, potential future trends are
discussed, which have been identified as a result of this study, to give
insight into the direction of the industry.

The four phases defined to characterize the evolution of early-stage
devices, as shown in Fig. 1, generally reflect the chronological shifts
2

in design thinking, though some temporal overlap is present. Phase
I (1990–2010) is characterized by proof-of-concept studies, compar-
ing ‘conventional’ platforms to ‘unconventional’ ones. Typically, these
studies highlighted proven designs as the ones to develop further.
Phase II (2005–2015) is characterized by influence from the oil and
gas (O&G) industry, wherein floating platforms from the O&G industry
were studied carrying a wind turbine with limited platform modifica-
tions. A natural progression, Phase III (2010–2020) is characterized by
the emergence of platform designs to suit the unique needs of floating
wind. This phase saw the emergence of specialized FOWT platforms
to deal with the differing forces of FOWTs and a greater drive for
cost reduction. Finally, Phase IV (2015-present) is characterized by a
number of alternative cost reduction strategies, which has resulted in
a recent divergence in platform designs. In particular, there have been
three main areas of focus to drive down cost: (i) specializing platforms
to a particular location or environment, (ii) increasing modularity
and manufacturability, and (iii) innovating the platform further from
convention.

The structure of this work is as follows. Sections 2–5 describe
Phases I–IV. Summary tables tabulate all platforms studied in this
work. The tables are separated by lab testing: Table 1 summarizes
those that have completed lab tests of extreme conditions, Table 2
summarizes those that have completed some lab tests, and Tables 3
and 4 summarize those that have either not completed lab tests or not
published information about lab tests. In these tables, key parameters
are included for each platform, such as ‘type’ of platform, projected
turbine capacity, material, water depth limits, mooring set-up, other
use (i.e., hybrid device), and information about lab tests (if they have
been done). These tables summarize some of the analysis done to
compare and characterize FOWT platform designs. Finally, Section 6
discusses potential future trends.

2. Phase I: Exploratory FOWT platform studies (1990–2010)

Phase I is characterized by exploratory studies on FOWT platforms,
including both ‘traditional’ floating platforms, based on those in the
O&G industry, as well as new, innovative platform designs. Traditional
floating platforms from the O&G industry typically include spars, semi-
submersibles (‘semi-subs’), tension leg platforms (TLPs) and barges.
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Fig. 2. Number of each ‘type’ of platform, separated by the four phases.
These four types of platforms, discussed more in Edwards et al. [2],
are characterized by their stability mechanism: spars use a low center
of gravity, TLPs use taut moorings, barges use a large waterplane area,
and semi-subs use both a large waterplane moment and low center of
gravity. Fig. 2 shows the number of each platform type, separated by
the four phases.

The purpose of the FLOAT [6], MUFOW [7], ELOMAR [8],
MIT/NREL [9], HiPRWind [10], and Dutch Tri-Floater [11] projects,
which all took place in the 1990s or early 2000s, was to consider
traditional and non-traditional platform types to determine the tech-
nical and economic feasibility of a FOWT (i.e., how to ensure stability,
manufacturability, ability to be built at and towed from a standard
port, and how to reduce motion of the structure). The result of most
of the exploratory studies from Phase I was to pick the more ‘typical’
platform that they considered; it was determined in each study that the
most proven technology would be lowest risk and fastest to progress
to a prototype scale. For example, FLOAT chose a spar because it
was already proven in the O&G industry [12]. As another example,
originally concrete was to be used for the ELOMAR platform, but this
was changed to steel because it was more commonly used in offshore
structures [8].

Due to the early nature of the technology, more ‘adventurous’ ideas
were also considered, such as multi-turbine platforms (e.g., MUFOW
[7], WindSea [13]) and hybrid platforms (e.g., ITI energy barge [14]).
While none of these studies lead to further testing or a prototype, they
laid some of the groundwork for future adventurous designs. As shown
in Fig. 2, a wide range of types of platforms were developed during this
phase.

3. Phase II: Oil & Gas influence (2005–2015)

Phase II is characterized by influence from the O&G industry. After
the first exploratory studies in Phase I, the focus shifted to getting a
device in the sea, to demonstrate the technology. A natural first step
was to use known technology that had been working for O&G floating
platforms for decades. Furthermore, likely due to the emerging success
of fixed offshore wind and the recognition that floating platforms were
a logical progression, a number of O&G companies were interested in
getting involved in developing the technology. These companies were
well-placed because of their experience in floating offshore platforms
and their investment availability. This has strongly influenced the set
3

of at-sea FOWTs [2], since many of the first prototypes/demonstrators
were built by companies in the O&G industry (e.g., Blue H [15], SWAY
[16], Hywind Spar [17], and WindFloat [18]). However, there are
additional trends apparent only in early-stage platforms. For example,
there were a significant number of TLPs developed during this time
period, as shown in Fig. 2, mostly by O&G companies. It was believed
that, among the existing O&G platforms, a TLP was the best option for
a FOWT, due to its low material weight and suitability for a wide range
of water depths. For example, Doris [19], Ocean Resource [20], Glosten
(shown in Fig. 3a [21]) GICON (shown in Fig. 3b [22]), Arcadis [3],
Concept Marine Associates [23], and Iberdrola [24] all developed TLP
concepts. However, none of these concepts ever made it to at-sea trials.
Due to a lack of documentation, the exact reasons for this are difficult
to ascertain. However, likely explanations are that installation costs of
the TLP, which are higher than other types of platforms, outweighed
the advantages, or that the high pitch moments and higher center of
gravity, due to the wind turbine, meant that the O&G TLP setups were
not well-suited at the time for FOWTs.

This phase was also an important stepping stone in the evolution of
FOWT platforms: influence from O&G’s decades’ worth of experience
shaped early FOWT platforms, including both those at early stages of
development and those that made it to the sea. This influence makes
sense, owing to the common goal of minimizing platform motion,
shared between FOWT platforms and O&G floating platforms. How-
ever, early concept designs give us insight to the fact that forces and
objectives also differ significantly between the two uses of floating
platforms. The fact that none of the early-stage TLP designs from this
phase ever went to at-sea trials highlights that the sector needed to
adapt to floating wind specific needs.

Physical modeling of FOWTs was also started to be developed
during this phase. FOWTs are an inherently difficult system to model
at scale due to the scaling mismatch between Froude scaling (to cor-
rectly scale wave effects) and Reynolds scaling (to correctly scale wind
effects). Otter et al. [25] provide a review of physical modeling tech-
niques and studies performed. There are two main types of laboratory
techniques, done in a wave tank: software-in-the-loop and blown wind.
In software-in-the-loop tests, the wind turbine is replaced by a thruster,
controlled in real-time based on numerical simulations to produce the
correctly Froude-scaled aerodynamic thrust force. In blown wind tests,
fans blow wind on blades that have been geometrically distorted to

produce the correctly Froude-scaled forces.
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Fig. 3. (a) Pelastar TLP, courtesy of Glosten; (b) SOF, courtesy of ©GICON® group.
Tables 1–4, which list all 86 platform designs studies in this re-
view and compare important parameters, also detail lab tests which
have been completed for each platform, if applicable. The tables are
separated by degree of lab tests. Table 1 includes all platforms that
have completed lab tests simulating extreme environmental conditions.
Table 2 includes all platforms that have completed some lab tests but
not yet survival conditions. Finally, Tables 3 and 4 include all platforms
that have not yet completed lab tests or do not provide any information
about lab tests. While these categories are aligned with Technology
Readiness Level (TRL), these values are not assigned in this work, due
to the fact that a number of developers claim a particular TRL level on
their website but do not show their lab test results.

4. Phase III: Specialization to floating wind (2010–2020)

Phase III is characterized by a shift in FOWT platform designs away
from O&G influence and towards platforms specifically designed to
meet the needs of floating wind. FOWT platforms have significantly
different forces than O&G floating platforms: there are substantial
aerodynamic thrust forces high above the sea surface, the center of
gravity of the whole structure is higher, and the payload is smaller.
Furthermore, cost reduction is a stronger driver than for the O&G
industry. Therefore, it is natural that FOWT platforms evolved away
from early designs influenced by O&G. Some of the trends discussed in
this section have influenced at-sea development [2], but the evidence
base for the influence of these factors in early-stage devices is wider.
This phase also demonstrates how at-sea designs influence early-stage
development — there is feedback from the earliest at-sea prototypes
that filtered down to influence early-stage devices during this phase.
There are four main ways that the specialization to floating wind
needs manifest in the designs during this phase: (i) a co-evolution
of platforms, towers, and turbines, (ii) a reduction in the complexity
of semi-sub platforms, (iii) early combination-type platforms, and (iv)
early hybrid platforms.

4.1. Co-evolution of platforms, towers, and turbines

Many of the first FOWTs designed in the early stages, including at-
sea prototypes, used wind turbines and towers typically designed for
fixed offshore wind applications. However, it has been shown that,
without changing the blade pitch control strategy, using a turbine
designed for a fixed application can lead to an unfavorably large
response of the floating structure above rated wind speeds [26,27].
This revelation led to control strategies of the wind turbine to be
developed alongside the platform development (e.g., TetraSub [28],
OO-star [29]). Though there are still some platforms (e.g., SBM TLP
4

[30]) that are designed to use a ‘standard’ fixed offshore wind turbine,
most developers now adopt floating-specific control strategies (e.g.,
VolturnUS-S reference platform includes a floating-specific correction
to the control strategy of the IEA 15 MW turbine [31,32]).

Compared to fixed wind turbines, the tower used for a FOWT
experiences different forces due to the motion of the floating platform.
Early-stage devices have come up with a number of different methods
to cope with these forces. For example, WindCrete is a structure which
consists of a single cylindrical piece acting as tower and floating spar
platform. The continuous structure avoids the fatigue common at the
point where the steel turbine tower and concrete floating platform
would typically attach [33]. As another example, several developers
(e.g., Tetrafloat [34], X1Wind [35], Eolink [36]) use multiple masts,
instead of a solitary tower, to hold the wind turbine (for example,
see X1Wind in Fig. 4a). This configuration distributes structural forces
among the multiple masts and reduces the overall steel needed, and
it means that the tower natural frequencies are not close to the blade
passing frequency or wave excitation frequency ranges, even for larger
blades and turbines [36].

Another example of turbines evolving with platforms is evident
when considering the popularity around 2010–2015 of attaching a
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) to a floating structure. This idea
was popular due to the lower center of gravity of a VAWT compared
to a typical Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT). Early-concept
designs with VAWTs included VertiWind [37], FAWT-S/C [38], and
Aerogenerator [39]. There were also a number of small prototypes that
made it to the sea (DeepWind Spar [40], Spinwind [41], and SeaTwirl
[42]).

Since the mid-2010s there has been more limited interest in VAWTs
in early-stage designs. While there are projects which are still looking
at the potential of VAWTs for offshore wind (e.g., the X-ROTOR project
[43], Nihon VAWT barge [44]), the waning interest suggests a shift in
the industry’s perspective towards this technology. While the reason for
this shift may be partially technological (i.e., most floating VAWTs are
deep spars, challenging for installation), it is likely mostly due to de-
sires for standardization. HAWT wind turbines have mainly converged
to three-bladed designs and are much more prevalent in onshore and
fixed offshore wind than VAWTs. Therefore, many developers opt for a
‘plug-and-play’ approach with already-proven wind turbine technology.

While control, towers and VAWTs are not part of the platform, they
do impact platform design. For example, optimizing the control in the
wind turbine means that platforms can be more efficiently designed.
Using multiple masts as opposed to a single tower to hold the wind
turbine will result in a different distribution of forces on the platform.
Finally, using a VAWT, compared to a HAWT, increases gyroscopic
forces on the platform but reduces pitch overturning moments.
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Fig. 4. (a) X1Wind, courtesy of X1Wind; (b) SFC, courtesy of NTNU.
4.2. Reduction in the complexity of semi-sub structures

As shown in Fig. 2, during phase III, there is an increase in popu-
larity of semi-sub structures, which is likely due to the success of early
semi-sub prototypes and demonstrators (e.g., WindFloat [18], Voltur-
nUS [45]). In fact, since the first WindFloat demonstrator was deployed
in 2012, there have been at least 26 other three-column semi-sub
platform concepts that have been designed, which is a clear example of
platforms that have made it to the sea significantly impacting the space
of early-stage devices.

A trend in semi-sub structures during this time is that the structures
became less complex. That is, they were made with fewer parts, and
manufacturability was more emphasized. For example, the semi-subs
developed at the beginning of this phase typically included multiple
braces, heave plates and/or pontoons. However, those developed at
the end of the phase trended towards more material weight with
fewer parts. Some platforms (e.g., OO-Star [46], 5MW CSC [47]) were
designed to avoid braces, since fatigue cracking was common in those
parts and complex, expensive welding was necessary in brace-column
joints [47]. This trend is illustrated in Fig. 5. The platform on the left
of Fig. 5 shows what some of the platforms designed at the start of
this phase looked like, whereas the middle platform shows what the
platforms designed at the end of this phase look like. These figures
were made loosely based on the 5 MW OC4 Semi-sub [48] and the
6 MW VolturnUS 1:8 prototype [45]. This figure serves as a visual
representation of the design progression (the figure is not to scale).
The shift illustrated in this figure suggests that the industry realized
that material weight is not a sufficient measure of cost and efficiency,
but rather manufacturability is also important. Furthermore, it shows
that the additional forces from the wind turbine, that are not seen in
the O&G industry, result in different design priorities, and consequently
different resulting designs.

4.3. Early combination-type platforms

Another trend seen in this phase is the emergence of FOWT plat-
forms that are a combination of the four commonly-defined ‘types’
of platforms (spar, semi-sub, TLP, barge). These four types of plat-
forms are defined mainly by their stability mechanism, whereas a
‘combination-type’ platform uses multiple stability mechanisms. For
example, the Cobra Semi-Spar is a combination semi-sub-spar platform.
It acts as a semi-sub and uses semi-sub stabilization techniques during
tow-out, but when the platform has reached its location of installation,
5

water is added to the columns so that the platform has a lower center
of gravity than most semi-subs, using both spar and semi-sub stability
techniques [49]. Telwind is another combination semi-sub-spar plat-
form. It acts as a semi-sub during tow-out, but when the platform has
reached its location of installation, a weight is lowered, connected with
taut tendons to the waterline structure, thus using spar stabilization
techniques only during operation [50]. SSTLWT was a combination
semi-sub-TLP platform. It was designed such that the platform, with
turbine installed, was self-stable during tow-out, and then was con-
nected to taut mooring lines to further increase stabilization at the
location of installation [51]. Finally, AWC is a spar with an articulated
joint, so it uses stabilization from the fixed joint in addition to the spar
stabilization [52]. As shown in Fig. 2, there was a clear increase in
these combination-type platforms during this phase, suggesting that the
platform types that had been well-defined from the O&G industry were
potentially not the only (or optimal) types for floating offshore wind.

4.4. Early hybrid platforms

Hybrid platforms combine another form of renewable energy on
the same floating platform as the FOWT. Most commonly, it is a wave
energy converter (WEC) that is added. These platforms seek to increase
energy yield while sharing infrastructure between the WEC and FOWT.
Additionally, some hybrid platforms aim to reduce platform loads
and/or increase stability of the platform. Emerging as a trend during
Phase III, a number of hybrid platform concepts have been developed in
early stages. Principle Power (one of two developers with a farm-scale
device) investigated the possibility of adding a WEC to their WindFloat
design. Their early-stage designs were called WindWaveFloat 1, 2,
and 3, and they consisted of three different types of WECs [53–55].
However, none of these made it to an at-sea prototype device.

Several other wind-wave hybrid platform concepts were designed
in the early 2010s by Ecole Centrale de Nantes and INNOSEA: the
THyP was a semi-sub with pitching WECs [56], and the C-HYP was
a barge with Oscillating Water Columns [57]. The MARINA project
also looked at different hybrid concepts. These concepts, developed at
NTNU, were based on different ‘known’ FOWT platforms and WECs,
to understand which combination of FOWT platform type and WEC
would be most promising. The Spar-Torus Combination (STC) was in-
spired by the Hywind spar and Wavebob WEC [58]. The Semi-sub-Flap
Combination (SFC, shown in Fig. 4b) was the 5MW CSC with 2–3 flap-
type WECs attached to the pontoons [59]. The TLP and Point-Absorber
(TLPWT+PA) was a TLP platform with three spherical point-absorbers
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Fig. 5. Design progression of semi-sub platforms, showing how the platform has become less complex with fewer parts. These platforms are loosely based on the 5 MW OC4
Semi-sub [48], the 6 MW VolturnUS 1:8 prototype [45] and the 15 MW VolturnUS-S [32].
[60]. At the time of writing, the Floating Power Plant (FPP) is the only
hybrid wind-wave platform to have made it to at-sea testing (which
started in 2010) [61]. One benefit of this trend is that the development
of hybrid platforms has brought expertise from wave energy into the
FOWT platform industry.

5. Phase IV: Cost reduction strategies (2015-present)

Phase IV is characterized by cost-reduction strategies and contains
the largest number of platforms (44). Only a few platforms devel-
oped during this phase have made it to the at-sea prototype stage,
so many of the trends from this phase can only be seen from early-
stage devices. There are three main strategies platform developers are
taking to achieve cost reduction, which are sometimes conflicting: (i)
specialization to a particular location or environment; (ii) increasing
manufacturability/modularity of the platform; and (iii) designing an
innovative platform which diverges further from conventional designs.
In Edwards et al. [2], the first strategy (specialization to a particular
environment) was observed in at-sea devices. Here, this category is ex-
panded to cover the multitude of unique ways early-stage platforms are
being designed to achieve this goal. The second category (modularity)
is also emerging in at-sea devices, but an expanded set of designs are
found in early-stage devices. The final category (innovative designs) is
mostly seen only in early-stage designs.

5.1. Specialization to a particular location or environment

In both early-stage devices as well as at-sea prototypes and demon-
strators [2], a trend to reduce costs by specializing a FOWT platform for
a particular location or environment can be observed. This trend ma-
terializes in different aspects of the platform design, including unique
ways to tow a platform out to its location of installation and/or fit in
available ports, using a particular material due to its local availability
and cost, or specializing the platform to a particular type of location
at sea (in terms of water depth, wind, tidal, wave, and geotechnical
characteristics).

5.1.1. Creative ways to tow-out/fit at a standard port
Water depth at most ports means there are installation and tow-out

draft limits. This requirement favors semi-subs and barges, but early-
concept modified spars and TLPs have been developed to work around
these limits. For spars, one way to adhere to port depth constraints
is to use a lowerable ballast technique, which turns the platform into
a combination semi-sub-spar. For example, Telwind [97], Hexafloat
6

(shown in Fig. 6a [109]), and TetraSpar (which deployed a demonstra-
tor in 2022 [2]) use this technique by lowering a ballast weight from
taut lines once at the location of installation. The MSPAR (shown in
Fig. 6b) also uses a lowerable ballast, which is similarly raised during
installation and tow-out, but then it is lowered using columns instead of
taut lines [113]. The Stinger Keel (shown in Fig. 7) uses similar ideas,
but instead of a suspended weight, it uses a truss spar. During tow-out
and installation, the waterline structure is stable in isolation and the
truss spar is towed behind, so that it adheres to draft limits. Then, at the
location of installation the truss section is lowered to increase stability
[107]. For all these semi-sub-spar combinations, the wind turbine is
installed at port, avoiding the need for a floating crane (which is usually
needed for conventional spar designs).

In addition to the lowerable ballast spars, other techniques have
emerged for towing spars out to the location of installation. For ex-
ample, Windcrete have developed a method whereby the spar is towed
horizontally, then once it has reached the location of installation the
structure is righted and ballasted until the top of the tower is only 20 m
above the surface. Then, the turbine is installed, and finally ballast is
pumped out until it is the correct height. This procedure requires deep
water at the location of installation, and still requires a floating crane
for the installation, but crane size is reduced [77]. Similarly, BT Wind
lowers the tower into a truss-spar and tows the structure horizontally.
Once at the location of installation, the structure is upturned and the
turbine is installed while the tower is still lowered in the truss-spar.
Finally, the tower is raised [121]. For the DTI-F system, the wind
turbine tower is lowered into the spar substructure at the port for tow-
out. This arrangement is towed vertically, with draft less than 25 m
to a deeper assembly area where the nacelle and blades are added
[122]. Finally, in addition to the lowerable ballast, Telwind also uses
a self-erecting telescopic tower, which lowers the center of mass and
increases stability during tow-out [50].

TLPs also typically have challenges associated with installation and
tow-out, since usually the platform is unstable during tow-out, meaning
a special installation vessel must be designed to tow it to the location
of installation. To overcome this usually restrictively expensive and
difficult barrier, GICON’s SOF and the ECO TLP use a lowerable gravity
anchor, whereby the concrete gravity anchor is used as a barge for
tow-out, and ballast is added at the location of installation [71,123].
Pelastar uses a ‘self-erecting nacelle’ called the SENSE, whereby the
turbine is installed to a track-and-carriage design at the base of the
tower and erected at the location of installation, which eliminates the
need for a floating crane or installation vessel [124]. X1Wind is a semi-
sub-TLP combination platform. The single-point TLP portion is towed

out and installed separately. Then, the rest of the platform, which uses
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Table 1
Platform designs with lab testing completed for extreme conditions, including multi-turbine and hybrid platforms. The order (within each sub-category) is roughly chronological.
For more information about a particular platform, see matching section in Edwards et al. [62].

Platform design
name

Technology
developer

Type WTG rating
for full-scale
(MW)

Material Water
depth
(m)

Mooring Other use More details
about test

References

Single-use and single-turbine platforms

FLOAT Tecnomare Spar 1.4 Concrete 75–500 8 lines: catenary
or taut depending
on water depth

N/A 1:48 scale of
1.4 MW

[4,6,12]

Dutch tri-floater GustoMSC and
NOV

Semi-sub 15 Steel 6 chain catenary
lines (2 from
each column)

N/A 1:50 scale of
5 MW, 1:50 scale
of 15 MW

[4,11,63–
68]

PelaStar Glosten TLP 15 Steel 5 taut lines 1:50 scale of
5 MW

[21,69–72]

GICON GICON TLP Concrete 8 taut to gravity
base

N/A 1:50 scale of
5 MW, 1:50 scale
of 6 MW

[22,71,73–
76]

Windcrete UPC-
BarcelonaTech
and Windcrete

Spar 15 Concrete 3 catenary lines
with delta
connections

N/A 1:100 scale of
5 MW, 1:100
scale of 15 MW
in wind tunnel

[33,77–84]

X1Wind X1wind TLP-semi-
sub

15 Steel 40–500 Taut single point
mooring

N/A 1:64 scale of
5 MW, 1:50 scale
of 5 MW

[35,85–87]

OO-Star Dr.Techn.Olav
Olsend and
Floating Wind
Solutions AS

Semi-sub 11 Concrete,
steel, or
hybrid

50+ 3 line catenary
chains [162 mm
in top 50 m,
142 mm lower]

N/A 1:40 scale of
6 MW, 1:36 scale
of 10 MW

[29,46,88–
91]

TLPWind Iberdrola
Engineering and
Construction

TLP 5 Steel 8 taut mooring
lines made from
steel or synthetic
material

N/A 1:36 scale of
5 MW, 1:40 scale
of 5 MW

[24,92–94]

Articulated Wind
Column (AWC)

AWC Technology Spar-TLP 8 Concrete 80–200 Tension rod N/A 1:42.5 scale of
8 MW

[52,95]

TELWIND ESTEYCO Spar-semi-
sub

10 Concrete 100+ 3 catenary lines N/A 1:45 scale of
5 MW

[50,96–
100]

NAUTILUS Nautilus Floating
Solutions

Semi-sub 10+ Steel 4 catenary lines N/A 1:36 scale of
10 MW

[88,101–
106]

Stinger Keel Floating Energy
Solutions

Semi-sub-
spar

10 Steel and
concrete

N/A 1:50 scale of
10 MW

[107,108]

Hexafloat Saipem Spar-TLP 12 Steel 130+ 3–6 catenary
lines with clump
weights or 3–6
taut lines

N/A 1:? scale of
12 MW

[109,110]

TetraSub Stiesdal Semi-sub 15 Steel 50–200 3 catenary lines N/A 1:60 scale of
10 MW

[28,111]

Li Y-shaped
semi-sub

Harbin Institute
of Technology

Semi-sub 5 Steel or
concrete

N/A 1:60 scale of
5 MW

[112]

MSPAR MonoBase Wind Spar-semi-
sub

15–20 Steel and
concrete

90+ N/A 1:44 scale of ?
MW

[113]

Multi-turbine platforms

Flowocean Flowocean Semi-sub-
TLP

Single-point
mooring

N/A 1:50 scale of ?
MW

[114]

Hybrid platforms

STC (Spar-Torus
Combination)

NTNU Spar 5 3 catenary
mooring lines
with clump
weights and delta
connections

Wave
power (one
heaving
torus)

1:50 scale of
5 MW

[58,115–
118]

SFC (Semi-
submersible Flap
Combination)

NTNU Semi-sub 5 Steel 3 catenary
mooring lines

Wave
power
(three
flap-type
WECs)

1:50 scale of
5 MW

[59,118–
120]
semi-sub stabilization techniques during tow-out, is connected. There-
fore, the platform uses both semi-sub and TLP stabilization techniques
during its lifetime, but no special installation vessel or floating crane is
7

required [85]. As shown in Fig. 2, there has been a resurgence in the
popularity of TLPs recently, which is possibly due to advancements in
their tow-out techniques.
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Fig. 6. (a) Hexafloat, courtesy of Saipem; (b) MSPAR, courtesy of MONOBASE wind.
Fig. 7. StingerKeel, courtesy of Floating Energy Systems Ltd.

Though barges and semi-subs do not usually have the same water-
depth and stability challenges during installation and tow-out as spars
and TLPs, the width of the platform, especially for platforms supporting
large turbines, can be limiting. Crane limits can influence the design,
since it can be difficult, expensive or impossible for the crane to reach
the middle of a very wide semi-sub or barge platform. Therefore,
there has been an increase in the number of platforms where the
turbine is on the side, instead of in the middle (e.g. Dutch Tri-Floater
[64], TetraSub [111], INO WINDMOOR [125], W.SEMI [121], Wind
Semi [126], T-Floater/D-Floater [127], INO12TM [128], Deepsea Semi
[129], S-bos [130]). However, this configuration creates challenges
for stability, especially in wind-wave misaligned seas. The success
of WindFloat’s design, which has the turbine on the side, may have
influenced subsequent early-stage thinking. However, many early-stage
semi-subs still opt for a central turbine, suggesting that the stability
challenges are significant. Another way in which port size has affected
semi-sub design is seen in platforms (e.g., XCF [131], Telwind [50]) that
restrict their width to be able to fit in a standard port. Additionally,
there are platforms (e.g., D-Floater and T-Floater [127]) designed for
ease of substructure transport from the place of construction to the port
of installation, with designs that can be stacked easily on a transport
barge.

5.1.2. Material and specialization to a particular location at sea
Material availability is also an important consideration for a plat-

form, to adapt the platform to the local supply chain to reduce costs,
8

reduce embedded carbon, or to fulfill government targets on local con-
tent. The trend of platforms offering designs in multiple materials (i.e.,
concrete or steel options) that has recently emerged in at-sea platforms
(e.g., DampingPool [132], VolturnUS [32]) is more expansive in early-
stage devices (e.g., Sea Reed [133], Nerewind [134], OO-star [46])
with a wider diversity of materials. For example, the FLOTANT barge
uses a combination of concrete and plastic [135]. In contrast to the
dominance of steel in earlier phase designs, the increased prevalence
of other materials suggests that FOWT platform design has become
much more multi-disciplinary, and the importance of circular economy
is having an impact on the design space.

A location’s particular sea-state (tidal, wind and wave characteris-
tics), sea floor geology, and water depth are all aspects which have
influenced platform designs. Sea-floor geology affects the type of plat-
form that can be used in a particular location. For example, TLP anchors
may not be well-suited for certain types of sediment. Even among
platforms that use catenary moorings with anchors, some platforms
may not be well-suited for particular locations due to the forces the
mooring lines and anchors need to withstand. Some platforms (e.g.,
FLOTANT [135], Hexafloat [109]) design different types of mooring
systems for different locations.

Wind and wave characteristics clearly affect the loads the platform
needs to withstand regularly (fatigue) and during extreme events (sur-
vivability). These requirements affect the structural strength needed
in the platform and tower. Furthermore, wind-wave misalignment in
a location can affect the platform design. For example, NAUTILUS
(shown in Fig. 8a [101]) and XCF [131] are symmetric four-column
semi-subs, with reducing sensitivity to wind-wave misalignment and
increased stability listed as primary design drivers. Tidal characteristics
can also significantly affect the type of platform. For example, TLPs may
not be best suited for locations with large tidal ranges, due to large
difference in the resulting forces in the taut mooring lines. Another
unique platform concept designed for a particular location is the Eco
TLP, whose substructure is designed to also be an artificial reef [123].
The MARLIN platform is designed for use in coastal communities,
off-grid locations and Small Islands Developing States [136].

Early-stage designs specialized to specific depth ranges are also
emerging. This is particularly the case for ‘intermediate-depth’ loca-
tions, i.e., where fixed wind is uneconomic, but spars designed to hold
large (10 MW+) turbines would be too deep (i.e., 40–100 m water
depth). Therefore, platforms that are optimal for locations with water
depth less than 100 m may be different from those optimal at deeper
water sites. This is likely why both shallow-draft platforms (semi-subs
and barges) and spars (particularly lowerable ballast spars) continue to
be popular in early-stage designs.

5.2. Increasing manufacturability and modularity

There is a clear trend in early-stage devices to decrease costs by
increasing platform modularity. For example, NAUTILUS [101], Gazelle
[156], Truss Float [159], XCF [131], Brunel [160], Telwind [50], SBM
TLP [146], W.SEMI [121], and PelaFlex [161] all mention modularity
and/or serial production in their design goals or benefits of their
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Table 2
Platform designs with some lab testing done, including multi-turbine and hybrid platforms. The order (within each sub-category) is roughly chronological. For more information
about a particular platform, see matching section in Edwards et al. [62].

Platform design
name

Technology
developer

Type WTG rating
for full-scale
(MW)

Material Water
depth
(m)

Mooring Other use More details about
tests etc

References

Single-use and single-turbine platforms

ELOMAR AIOM and ENEL TLP Steel 30–100 6 taut lines N/A 1:50 scale of ? MW,
waves only

[4,8]

Doris TLP Marseille
Engineering
University and
Doris

TLP Tensioned N/A 1:49 scale of ?, MW [4,19]

Pusan National
University
alternative spar

Pusan National
University

Spar 3 Concrete Catenary N/A 1:75 scale of 2.5 MW,
waves only

[137–139]

Tetrafloat Tetrafloat Semi-sub 10 30+ Single anchor; one
catenary line that
divides into two

N/A 1:120 scale of ? MW,
1:30 scale of 10 MW

[34,140,
141]

5MW-CSC NTNU Semi-sub 5 Steel 50–200 3 catenary lines N/A 1:30 scale of 5 MW in
operational conditions

[47,142–
144]

SBM TLP SBM TLP 15 Steel 50+ 3 sets of 2 taught
chain lines

N/A 1:40 scale of 5 MW in
operational conditions
for 1st generation

[30,145,
146]

Triple spar INNWIND Semi-sub-
spar

10 Concrete
and steel

3 catenary lines N/A 1:60 scale of 10 MW,
operational wind and
waves

[147]

DTI-F Universities of
Edinburgh,
Strathclyde and
Exeter

Spar 15 Concrete 60+ 3 or 4 catenary
lines

N/A 1:45 scale of 7 MW,
waves only

[122,148]

Nihon University
Moonpool VAWT

Nihon University Barge 2 Modeled as linear
springs

N/A 1:100 scale of 2 MW,
regular waves only

[44,149]

Serbuoys-TLP Dalian University TLP 5 Taut with buoys
halfway down
lines

N/A Platform and buoys
tested separately in
waves

[150]

WIND-bos Bluenewables Semi-sub-
spar

10 Steel and
concrete

Catenary N/A 1:40 scale of 10 MW [130,151]

INO WINDMOOR SINTEF and
Inocean

Semi-sub 12 Steel 3 hybrid (chain +
polyester)
catenary lines

N/A 1:40 scale of 12 MW
in operational sea
states w/extreme
wind

[125,152]

Activefloat COBRA and
ESTEYCO

Semi-sub 15 Concrete 3 catenary lines N/A 1:100 scale of 15 MW
in wind tunnel using
actuator

[81,84,153]

Trivane Trivane Barge 10 Steel 3 or 6-line
catenary

N/A 1:50 scale of 10 MW [154]

JMU Semi-sub Nihon Shipyard
and JMU

Semi-sub 12 4 catenary lines N/A 1:64 scale of 12 MW,
waves only

[155]

Gazelle Gazelle Wind
Power

Semi-sub-
TLP

2 Steel ≤400 m N/A 1:? scale test of 10
MW, decay tests,
separate wind- and
wave-only

[156]

Multi-turbine platforms

WindSea FORCE
Technology,
Statkraft, NLI

Semi-sub 3 × 3.2 Turret mooring N/A 1:64 scale of ? MW [13]

(continued on next page)
platforms. A focus on modularity is likely due to the relative success
in early at-sea demonstrators. The industry has accepted that platforms
can be stable, so focus has now shifted to practicalities of scaling the
technology to commercial levels. Climate-related/Net-Zero targets for
many countries for 2030 or 2035 goals rely on a very quick up-scale
of floating wind, and modularity can enable these shifts in production
capacities.

An example of the shift to modularity can be seen in the shift from
the initial design to the current design of the SBM TLP. For the first de-
sign iteration, the goals were to minimize motion and minimize weight,
9

and the result was three buoys connected via a truss to the central
tower. However, for the current design iteration, the main goal was to
increase industrialization, and the result was to use three horizontal
cylinders connected directly to the central tower [146]. As another
example, consider the Tetra platforms TetraSub (shown in Fig. 8b),
TetraTLP (shown in Fig. 8c) and TetraSpar (discussed in Edwards et al.
[2]). All three platforms use the same components and use the same 4–5
different types of braces. The platforms are designed so that no part of
the platform is larger or heavier than the wind turbine tower, to ensure

that the platform components are no more difficult to transport than the
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Table 2 (continued).
Hybrid platforms

WindWaveFloat 1
(flapping plates)

Principle
Power/Marine
Innovation and
Technology

Semi-sub 5 Steel 40 m+ 6 catenary lines Wave power
(three
flapping
plates)

1:78.5 scale of 5 MW
with regular waves

[53,157]

WindWaveFloat 2
(point absorber)

Principle
Power/Marine
Innovation and
Technology

Semi-sub 5 Steel 40 m+ 6 catenary lines Wave power
(one
spherical
point-
absorber)

1:78.5 scale of 5 MW
with regular waves

[54,157]

WindWaveFloat 3
(OWC)

Principle
Power/Marine
Innovation and
Technology

Semi-sub 5 Steel 40 m+ 6 catenary lines Wave power
(one OWC)

1:78.5 scale of 5 MW
with regular waves

[55,157]

TWWC Hainan University TLP 5 Tensioned with 4
lines

Wave power
(one heaving
donut-shape)

1:50 scale of 5 MW [158]
Fig. 8. (a) NAUTILUS, courtesy of Nautilus Floating Solutions; (b) TetraSub, courtesy of Stiesdal; and (c) TetraTLP, courtesy of Stiesdal.
tower [111]. In a similar approach, the MARLIN platform is designed so
that each modular part is no larger than a standard shipping container,
so that the platform can be shipped to remote communities and built
without the need for a large marine construction yard or heavy lift
vessel [136]. Some platforms (e.g., Dutch Tri-floater [64]) are shifting
to using flat plates, to form hexagonal columns, instead of rolling
metal to form cylindrical columns. As another example, consider the
evolution of Telwind: at first, the lowerable ballast spar platform was
made of two cylinders (one wide, flat cylinder at the waterline and a
taller, narrower one for the ballast). However, this platform has evolved
to now look like a ‘typical’ three-column semi-sub at the waterline with
a triangular ballast weight [98].

Related to increasing manufacturability, there is also a continuation
of the trend mentioned in Phase III of decreasing the complexity of
semi-subs. Of the four main ‘types’ of platforms, semi-subs are usually
the most complex to manufacture, so streamlining these platforms by
avoiding many different parts and difficult welding jobs eases the
manufacturing process. Another advantage of avoiding parts like heave
plates and braces is that those parts are more prone to high fatigue
and are more costly for construction [47,126]. This trend is shown in
Fig. 5: the platform in the middle shows what the platforms at the start
of this phase looked like, and the platform on the right shows what
they tend to look at the end of this phase. These figures are loosely
10
based on the 6 MW VolturnUS 1:8 prototype [45] and the 15 MW
VolturnUS-S [32]. It is clear that the platforms designed near the end
of the phase have fewer parts. However, heave plates and braces are
certainly not universally avoided, with many recent platforms (e.g.,
Truss Float [159], W. SEMI [121], TwinWind [162], Deepsea Semi
[129] and InSPIRE [163]) choosing to still include these features due
to their advantages (reduction of weight and increase of added mass
and viscous damping).

5.3. Innovative platform designs

The final main way that developers are trying to reduce plat-
form costs is by developing an innovative substructure platform de-
sign, diverging further from conventional wisdom. Four main cate-
gories of such innovation are discussed here: hybrid platforms, multi-
turbine platforms, combination-type platforms, and hydrodynamically
innovative platforms.

5.3.1. More hybrid platforms, multi-turbine platforms and more
combination-type platforms

As described in Section 4.4, combining a WEC with a FOWT has
considerable advantages. The FOWT and WEC can share infrastructure
(mooring, installation, operations and maintenance), and the overall
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Table 3
Single turbine platform designs at early concept or with limited published information about testing. The order is roughly chronological. For more information about a particular
platform, see matching section in Edwards et al. [62].

Platform design name Technology developer Type WTG rating
for full-scale
(MW)

Material Water depth
(m)

Mooring References

Single-use and single-turbine platforms

Arcadis TLP Arcadis TLP Steel with concrete
gravity anchors

Taut with gravity
anchors

[3]

MIT/NREL TLP MIT/NREL TLP 5 Steel and concrete 30–150 Taut [9,164,165]

MIT/NREL SDB MIT/NREL Semi-sub
(barge)

5 Steel and concrete 30–150 Catenary [164]

Concept Marine
Associates TLP

Concept Marine
Associates

TLP Taut [23]

Hua concrete barge Jianbo Hua Barge 5 Concrete Catenary [166]

HiPRWind Dr. techn. Olav Olsen Semi-sub 1.5 Steel 3 catenary lines [10]

Ocean Breeze Xanthus Energy and
Ocean Resource

TLP Concrete and steel 60–200 4 taut lines [20]

Sea Reed Saipem and Naval
Energies

Semi-sub 9.5 Steel, concrete, or
hybrid

60 5 catenary lines [133,167,
168]

VertiWind Nenuphar Semi-sub 2 Steel 3 catenary lines with
clump weights on each

[37,169–
171]

FAWT-S/FAWT-C KAIST Spar 2 Steel with concrete
ballast

2 catenary lines [38,172]

Cobra SEMI SPAR Cobra Spar 5 Concrete Catenary [49]

Winflo Nass & Wind, Saipem
and DCNS

Semi-sub 1 [173]

SSTLPWT and TLPWT I.D.E.A.S. Inc TLP-semi-sub 5 Steel 50+ Catenary or taut [51]

Aerogenerator X/NOVA University of
Cranfield/Grimshaw

Semi-sub 10 Steel 50–100 Catenary [39,174]

NereWind DORIS Group Semi-sub 15 Steel, concrete or hybrid 70–250 Catenary [134]

Inclined columns
semi-sub

Huazhon University Semi-sub 5 3 catenary lines with
connection nodes

[175]

CT-bos Bluenewables TLP 20 Concrete 4 sets of 2 steel rod
tendons connected to
suction cans

[130,176]

S-bos Bluenewables Semi-sub 15 Concrete Catenary [130]

MARLIN Frontier Technical Semi-sub 2 [136]

SEALIFT Nautica Windpower Semi-sub-TLP Pivot around fixed
tension rod

[177]

PelaFlex Marine Power Systems TLP Steel 6 taut lines from three
corners

[161]

W.SEMI Wison Offshore &
Marine

Semi-sub 15 Steel 3–8 catenary lines [121]

BT Wind Wison Offshore &
Marine

Spar 8 Steel 80–200 [121]

ECO TLP DBD systems TLP Concrete 100–3000 Tensioned from floater
to concrete base

[123]

FLOTANT barge FLOTANT Semi-sub
(barge)

12 Concrete and plastic Either 4-line semi-taut
or 5-line catenary

[135]

Braceless-TLP Huaneng Clean Energy
Research Institute

TLP 10 Steel 6 taut lines [178]

Wind Semi Equinor Semi-sub 3 catenary lines [179]

TrussFloat Dolphines Semi-sub Steel Catenary [159]

XCF MAREAL Semi-sub 15 Concrete Catenary [131]

T-floater/D-floater Bassoe Technology Semi-sub 20 Catenary [127]

INO12TM Technip Energies Semi-sub 12 [128]

TetraTLP Stiesdal TLP 15 Steel 80–500 Taut [111]

BRUNEL Fred. Olsen 1848 Semi-sub 15 Steel Single point mooring [160,180]

OSIRenewables TLP OSIRenewables TLP 16 Steel 50–150 Tendons and taut
mooring

[181]

Deepsea Semi Odfjell Oceanwind Semi-sub 15 60–1300 [129]

NASA floater NASA, University of
Maine, NREL, Atkins

15 Concrete [182]
11
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Fig. 9. (a) Flowocean, courtesy of Flowocean AB; (b) TwinWind, courtesy of Hexicon; (c) InSPIRE, courtesy of Bombora Wave.
energy yield can increase with the addition of the WEC. Phase IV has
seen a continuation of the development of hybrid platforms. Some of
these platforms are being developed by companies that were originally
WEC developers (e.g., PelaFlex/PelaGen [161] and InSPIRE [163]).
Typically, these developers are seeking ways to incorporate their WEC
design onto a FOWT platform. There have also been a number of
feasibility studies of combining a certain type of FOWT platform with a
certain type of WEC. For example, the TWWC (TLP-Wind turbine-WEC
Combination) is a torus WEC on a TLP platform [158], and a semi-sub
with a heaving torus has been considered, too [183].

While there are clearly considerable potential advantages to hybrid
platforms, there are few that have completed lab tests in extreme con-
ditions and only one prototype-scale device at-sea. The main reasons
for the lack of commercialization of this system, compared to a stand-
alone FOWT, are that (i) from research studies thus far, it seems that
the WEC is likely to produce much less energy than the FOWT, (ii) there
are concerns for the survivability of the WEC during extreme sea-states.
However, there are plans for more hybrid platforms to be tested at-
sea in the near future, suggesting that as yet the technology has been
too nascent for at-sea trials, but development could help realize the
great potential this technology has. In particular, now that stand-alone
FOWTs are better understood and are reaching commercial success,
there is more space and understanding to develop hybrid platforms.

Multi-turbine platforms have also seen early-stage development
since the earliest days of FOWT platform design, but there has been
a noticeable increase in their popularity recently, as shown in Fig. 2
(e.g., Flowocean (shown in Fig. 9a [114]) and TwinWind (shown in
Fig. 9b [162])). Installation, operations and maintenance account for a
significant proportion of a platform’s lifecycle cost. Multi-turbine plat-
forms offer a way to decrease the number of total platforms, without
decreasing yield. This could lead to reduced installation and opera-
tional costs, and the turbines would also share infrastructure, such as
dynamic power cables and mooring lines. Additionally, some multi-
turbine platforms diminish risk by relying on two smaller turbines
instead of one larger turbine. Challenges with multi-turbine platforms
include manufacturing a platform large enough for multiple turbines
and designing for the situation when one of the turbines fails.

Introduced in Phase III (Section 4.3), there has been a continuation
in the popularity of combination-type platform concepts, as shown in
12
Fig. 2. In addition to the semi-sub-spar and semi-sub-TLP platforms
discussed in Section 5.1.1, there have also been other combination-type
platforms. For example, the Triple Spar is a semi-sub-spar combination,
whereby the platform acts as a semi-sub during tow-out, but at the
location of installation, ballast is added to lower the center of gravity,
so that it uses mostly spar stabilization techniques during operation.
The platform’s operational draft is 54.5 m for a 10 MW turbine, shal-
lower than most spars, due to the additional stability gained from
the increased waterplane area moment [147]. Similarly, the MSPAR
is designed to use both stability mechanisms and thus be not as deep
as a typical spar (limited to 70 m for 15–20 MW systems) [113]. As
another example of a combination-type platform, SEALIFT uses semi-
sub stability, particularly during tow-out, but is then connected to a
fixed rod at the location of installation to provide increased stability
[177].

5.3.2. Hydrodynamically innovative platforms
A number of early-stage designs seek to design a hydrodynami-

cally specialized substructure, which may look different than the four
conventional types of platforms, to exploit hydrodynamic forces to
minimize platform motion, which in turn improves wind turbine per-
formance. These platforms range in status from early-concept level to
pre-deployment (i.e. there is a planned demonstrator), though most fall
into the former category. The platforms discussed in this section are
particularly interesting because though perhaps not as likely to be built
in the first phase of FOWT platform construction before 2035, they may
have significant impact on the next generation of FOWT platforms. As
is typical for a new technology, the first generation of FOWT platforms
may not have reached engineering convergence, and there may be a
way to design FOWT platforms that are smaller, and thus cheaper, but
still stable.

There have been a number of academic studies that design a plat-
form by considering the hydrodynamic response of particular aspects
of the platform, which suggest that, theoretically, there could be sig-
nificant improvements to current platform designs. For example, the
Nihon VAWT barge, which has four moonpools and holds a VAWT,
is designed this way to reduce heave and pitch motion of the barge,
but it was found that second-order motions of the platforms may be

significantly amplified by the gyroscopic forces of the VAWT [44].
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Table 4
Multi-turbine and hybrid platform designs at early concept or with limited published information about testing. The order is roughly chronological. For more information about a
particular platform, see matching section in Edwards et al. [62].

Platform design name Technology developer Type WTG rating
for full-scale
(MW)

Material Water
depth (m)

Mooring Other use References

Multi-turbine platforms

MUFOW UCL, ECN, W.S.
Atkins

Semi-sub Concrete Catenary chains N/A [4,7,185,
186]

TwinWind Hexicon Semi-sub Steel 50+ Single-point mooring N/A [162,187]

Hybrid platforms

ITI Energy Barge ITI Energy Barge 5 8 catenary lines (2
from each corner)

Wave power (OWC) [14]

PelaGen/PelaFlex Marine Power
Systems

TLP Steel 60 m+ Tensioned Wave power (2
top-hinged)

[161]

SKWID MODEC Inc Spar Catenary Ocean current [169,188]

THyP LUNAM Université
and INNOSEA

Semi-sub 5 Steel Wave power (12
pitching)

[56]

C-HYP LUNAM Université
and INNOSEA

Semi-sub
(barge)

5 Steel Wave power (20
OWSCs)

[57]

TLPWT + PA NTNU TLP 5 Steel and
concrete

Tensioned with 3 lines Wave power (3 point
absorbers)

[60]

OWCHyP UCC Semi-sub
(barge)

5 Steel or
concrete

20 catenary mooring
lines

Wave power (20 OWCs) [189]

SeaFlower Fincantieri and
Polytechnic of Turin

Semi-sub 5 6 catenary lines (1
from each corner)

Wave power (gyro) [190]

Semi-sub + heaving
torus

Dalian University Semi-sub 5 3 catenary lines Wave power (torus
point absorber)

[183,191]

InSPIRE TechnipFMC and
Bombora

Semi-sub 12 Wave power (flexible
membranes)

[163]
Another early-concept platform idea came out of Huazhong University
of Science and Technology, who used inclined semi-sub columns to
reduce heave response and mooring lines connected between columns
to reduce surge motion [175]. Harbin Institute of Technology designed
a Y-shaped semi-sub and compared how different materials changed the
platform response, using the same underwater geometry. Their concrete
platform, which required less ballast, had a higher pitch natural period
(further from energetic wave frequencies), while the steel structure,
which required more ballast, had a smaller average platform pitch
motion and smaller tower base loads at the pitch natural frequency
[112]. Pusan National University did an optimization of a spar-type
platform and found that, compared to a standard cylindrical spar, a
truss spar reduces heave, roll and pitch response [137]. The Hua barge
is a single-piece structure that adapts to the incident sea-state. During
storms, ballast is added to the structure to change the underwater
geometry and waterline area [166].

Not just of academic interest, hydrodynamically innovative plat-
forms also exist in the industry. Trivane is a trimaran platform, which
was designed this way to utilize turret mooring [154]. Gazelle uses a
central counterweight system, which means the platform is allowed
to move horizontally and vertically, but pitch motion is minimized
[156]. Another way in which developers are trying to make platforms
smaller while still minimizing platform motion is by using active ballast
(e.g., NAUTILUS [88], ActiveFloat [81], W.SEMI [121]) or passive
ballast (e.g. OO-Star [184], Dutch Tri-Floater [64], Wind Semi [126]).
NASA, in collaboration with University of Maine, NREL and Atkins, are
developing a floating platform using their motion mitigation system,
which was originally used to minimize vibration in rockets [182].

6. Discussion of potential future trends

To understand what platform designs will look like in the future, it
is important to consider potential future motivations. There are likely
to be multiple, competing priorities for platform designers in the future,
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which will mean that the design space is pulled between increasing
standardization and increasing specialization. For example, safety and
operations and maintenance work will be important and difficult for
FOWTs. To streamline and ensure reliability in the training of work-
force and/or autonomous systems for operations and maintenance and
installation of platforms, standardization of FOWTs and their platforms
will be preferred, as opposed to needing multiple training for different
types of FOWT platforms. Furthermore, it is the opinion of multiple in-
dustry players that research and innovation of FOWT platforms should
stop now to allow for supply chains, ports, and workforces to be able to
assemble and operate in such a way to reach 2030 and 2035 Net-Zero
goals.

However, encouraging diversity in FOWT platforms will encour-
age better, more optimized solutions and could be better for local
economies. Specializing platforms to a particular location may be more
aligned with policy interests and be more beneficial to the industry as
a whole. Considering the increasing need for a circular economy, there
may be a greater push towards specializing based on local content,
manufacturing, and workforce. Furthermore, considering future uses
for the platform after it has been decommissioned and/or recyclability
of materials may also influence future platform designs.

There have been some platforms designed recently which adapt
certain aspects of their design to better suit a particular location.
This trend is a sensible way to specialize to a particular location
while standardizing certain aspects of the design. For example, some
platforms (e.g. DampingPool [192], Sea Reed [133], Nerewind [134],
OO-star [46]) have designed their platforms to be made from steel,
concrete, or sometimes a hybrid of the two materials. As another ex-
ample, some platforms (e.g., FLOTANT [135], Hexafloat [109]) design
multiple mooring configurations to suit different locations. The Stiesdal
platforms (TetraSpar, TetraTLP and TetraSub, [111]) have the same
components and parts but can be used in different locations based on
which type of platform is most applicable. This trend of designing a
platform to be adaptable will most likely continue in the future.

The innovative platform designs mentioned in Section 5.3.2,

whereby the substructure is being designed to favorably take advantage
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Fig. 10. BRUNEL, courtesy of Fred. Olsen 1848.

of hydrodynamic forces dependent on the substructure’s geometry
to reduce the entire structure’s motion and/or forces, suggest that
platform designs could change drastically. Subsequently, their perfor-
mance could significantly improve and/or their cost could significantly
decrease. While these more drastic changes may not influence platform
designs in the very near future, platform development for later Net-Zero
goals, such as those for 2050 and beyond, may be strongly influenced
by these early-concept and/or academic studies. There have been a
few more innovative designs of platforms with demonstrators in the
past few years (e.g., DampingPool [192], TetraSpar [193], Eolink [36],
X1Wind [35], SATH [194]), and the relative success or otherwise
of these platforms will likely influence whether industry move away
from the current established designs (cylindrical spar and three-column
semi-sub).

Larger turbines may also influence further FOWT platform design
changes. As shown in Sergiienko et al. [195], as turbines are getting
larger, the trends in how FOWT platforms are changing are not clear,
suggestive of the nascent technology. Additionally, as turbines are
getting larger and blade diameters are increasing, the blade passing (1P
and 3P) frequency ranges are decreasing. Fixed wind turbine towers are
designed so that their natural frequencies are between the 1P and 3P
frequency range, but FOWT towers cannot be designed in this way for
large turbines since this would mean that the tower natural frequency
is within the wave excitation range. Therefore, FOWT towers must be
built such that the natural frequency is above the 3P range, resulting
in thicker steel and increasing the cost. Another option, already being
explored by a few developers (e.g., Eolink [36], X1Wind (shown in
Fig. 4a [35]), Brunel (shown in Fig. 10) [160]) is to use multiple towers
to connect the platform to the nacelle, instead of a single tower. In this
configuration, the natural frequencies of the towers are not near the
critical 1P and 3P ranges, meaning the steel need not be as thick as for
a single tower and thus may be easier and cheaper to make. As more
platforms are designed for 10 MW+ wind turbines, using multiple masts
may become more common, which will most likely influence platform
load distribution and, consequently, platform design.

The specific nature of how platforms will change with larger tur-
bines is as yet unknown. Fig. 11 plots dimensions of early-stage plat-
forms as functions of their wind turbine generator (WTG) capacity.
Spar draft, semi-sub draft, and semi-sub width all show very weak
correlation to WTG capacity, suggesting that the platforms are changing
each time they up-scale. Though the correlations are weak, spar draft
and semi-sub width are generally increasing with WTG capacity, and
semi-sub draft is generally staying pretty constant, reflecting their
respective stability mechanisms. If semi-sub platforms do get wider
with larger turbines, this could cause more difficulties in adhering to
constraints due to port requirements, such as width and draft limits and
crane reach limits.

Considering the vast range of early-stage FOWT platforms presented
in this study, predicting the most successful FOWT platforms in the
future is a difficult task. It seems clear that one focus of the sector is on
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three-column semi-subs. Most likely due to the success of the Windfloat
platform, many other companies have looked to design their own
version of it, each with its own unique aspect. However, it also seems
like there are other designs with advantages that could be promising
directions for the technology. For example, multi-turbine and hybrid
(especially wind-wave) platforms have the significant advantage of sav-
ing on infrastructure, installation and maintenance costs. Furthermore,
multi-mast platforms are an interesting solution with clear advantages.
Also, it seems clear that combination-type platforms, which utilize mul-
tiple benefits from the four classical types of floating platform, provide
stability and cost-reduction benefits. TLPs have seen a resurgence in
popularity recently. Their low-weight has always been an advantage,
and their recent resurgence could be due to advancements in tow-
out procedures. The conceptual academic studies and industry designs
discussed in Section 5.3.2 suggest that platforms can be significantly
improved by using a drastically different, hydrodynamically specialized
design. Finally, platforms which allow for certain aspects (i.e. material,
mooring) to be adaptable have a definite advantage, to allow for the
platform to be specialized to a particular location but still standardizing
certain aspects of the design.

This review focuses solely on FOWT platform designs, but the entire
system of a FOWT, including the turbine, tower, mooring, dynamic
power cable, and anchoring, is connected and coupled. To better un-
derstand the loads on and global motions of FOWT platforms, it is
necessary to look at the interaction of these elements with the platform.
However, this review can be a useful resource to summarize the current
state-of-the-art of FOWT platform designs, for academic and industrial
researchers focused on this subject area, but also for those researching
the mentioned connected aspects of the FOWT system.

7. Conclusion

In this work, 86 early-stage FOWT platforms are reviewed, ranging
from those at the early concept stage to those that have undergone lab
testing simulating extreme conditions. Detailed information about all
86 early-stage FOWT platforms have been prepared to complement this
paper for interested readers [62]. In the document, the design evolution
of each platform design is summarized. For each device, the following is
included (if available): (i) a description of the platform and its unique
features, (ii) a rough timeline of development, (iii) design goals and
constraints, (iv) evolution of the design, (v) lab testing information, and
(vi) published dimensions. The purpose of this review was to examine
and characterize the recent divergence in FOWT platform design, and
to determine potential future trends in the industry based on evolution
of and trends in early-stage designs. Four phases in the evolution of
platform design have been identified, and trends within each phase
have been explained.

Phase I is characterized by proof-of-concept studies and exploratory
concepts. Phase II is characterized by O&G influence, wherein O&G
companies used their industry experience to design FOWT platforms
very similar to floating O&G platforms. A trend has been observed that
TLP platforms were popular in this phase, but interest in the platform
decreased after this phase, suggesting a shift in industry interest or tech-
nological problems encountered. Phase III is characterized by platforms
changing to be more specialized to the specific needs of floating wind.
For example, there is a trend towards reduction of the complexity of
semi-sub platform substructures, e.g., through removing components
such as braces and heave plates. This phase also saw the emergence
of combination-type platforms, which adopt stability mechanisms from
multiple of the four traditional types of floating offshore platforms
(spar, tension leg platform, barge and semi-sub), and hybrid platforms,
which also include a wave energy converter (WEC) in addition to the
FOWT. The trends shown in early-stage devices from Phase III have
already influenced devices which have reached the sea.

By the start of Phase IV, the earliest at-sea demonstrators had
proven that FOWT platforms could be manufactured and be made
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Fig. 11. Dimensions of platforms (y-axis), including (a) spar draft, (b) semi-sub draft, and (c) semi-sub width, compared to their wind turbine generator capacity (x-axis). For
each device, see matching section in Edwards et al. [62] for references.
stable, so the most important and influential design driver switched
to be cost reduction. The platforms in this phase are characterized by
the following cost reduction strategies. (i) Some platforms are highly
specialized to a specific location/environment, for example designs
adhering to port/tow-out requirements and/or deployment location.
(ii) There is an increasing focus on modularity/manufacturability of
platforms, which allow for an increased ability to up-scale. (iii) There
is an increase in innovative platform designs that deviate further from
conventional designs. For example, there is an increase in multi-turbine
platforms, combination-type platforms, hybrid platforms, and platforms
aiming to exploit the hydrodynamic forces on the platform to reduce
the structure’s motion and/or forces.

By extrapolating recent observed trends in FOWT platforms, espe-
cially from Phase IV, potential future trends in the technology can be
conjectured and discussed. Looking forward, there is likely to be an
interplay and/or compromise between standardization (i.e., platforms
should have similar port/towing requirements, safety considerations
and supply chains) and specialization (leading to more optimized so-
lutions and better integration with local supply chains). The future
balance of these two (sometimes competing) areas is uncertain, but it
could plausibly be that standardization constrains the space in which
specialization takes place (for example, through specific port require-
ments) or that platforms become more adaptable to be able to specialize
to more than one location. It seems likely that FOWT platforms will
further blur the lines between the four traditional floating offshore
platform types in the search of more optimal designs for FOWTs. The
hybrid platform design space also offers several advantages, though
it is relatively nascent still. Likewise, multi-turbine platforms could
offer advantages in future, though challenges must be explored and
researched more. Finally, the predicted desire for larger turbines will
likely be a major driver for FOWT platforms and could significantly
impact platform design.
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Overall, while early FOWT platform design was heavily influenced
by the O&G industry, there has been a consistent trend, especially in
early-stage platform designs, away from these conventional platforms
used for floating offshore structures, to platforms better suited for
FOWTs. Though overall design drivers of ensuring platform stability
and reducing costs have stayed consistent, novel strategies for cost
reduction have resulted in an incredibly wide and diverging range of
platform designs.

Floating offshore wind is becoming commercialized, and it has been
identified as a vital technology to meet NetZero goals. Therefore, the
recent divergence in FOWT platform design, the focus of this review,
is pertinent to the relevant industries and policy makers. It suggests
that there will likely be a set of preferred platforms for the first set
of Net-Zero goals which will change for later goals as the technology
is developed and optimized further. This conclusion is optimistic, be-
cause while more research is clearly required to determine the optimal
solutions for FOWT platform designs, it suggests that there is likely still
much improvement to be seen for the technology.
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